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The others are also dumbfounded.

what happened?

They all laughed.

Is it so funny that King Kong is not bad?

King Kong is not bad, of course not funny!

And also very serious.

But they just saw that Levi Garrison performed the magic power of King Kong not bad, and
he went straight to the highest ninth floor!

That power, that pressure!

Everyone is still vivid!

It was as if Levi Garrison wanted to destroy the world after showing it.

No one can stop!

Now, Tiance Marshal is showing the fifth layer of King Kong is not bad magic… After

everyone sees it, it’s like a joke.



Therefore, everyone laughed without holding back.

After laughing one by one, they looked serious and couldn’t raise any interest.

I didn’t expect it when I hit other people before.

This made Tiance Young Marshal feel a blow to his self-confidence!

what happened?

They have to perform the magical power of King Kong not being bad, why do they look like
this?

wrong!

Looking at them, you know that King Kong is not bad for magical power… but

logically they shouldn’t know.

They are not the same from ancient people like Ye Wudao, and they train in a closed
manner.

Where would I know that King Kong is not bad for magic?

You should have never heard of it, right?

They should all look strange!

It seems that I have not only heard it, but even experienced the same.

How is this going?

Just as the marshal was about to think about it that day, the Valkyrie Zhong Qiu immediately
moved.

Kill the marshal to Tiance.

Tiance Marshal King Kong’s Immortal Body Protector!



“Clang!”

blocked Zhong Qiu’s blow.

However, Zhong Qiu’s face showed joy.

This is too far behind the teacher’s magical power of King Kong is not bad.

What the teacher showed just now, even the top-notch is something they can’t break
anyway.

But now Tiance Young Marshal’s King Kong is not bad magical power seems to be broken!

Subsequently, Ning still Fu Jia and others tried one after another.

Neither party got any benefits!

This group of Tianjiao is very strong, and the fifth-layer King Kong is not bad magical skill of
Tiance Marshal does not have the momentum of crushing.

“Together!!!” The

strongest Gemini joined forces to attack.

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

…

after a fierce fight.

“Kacha!” With

only a crack, Gemini actually broke through the fifth-layer diamond impervious body of
Major Tiance.

However, the strongest Gemini also suffered a lot, and suffered a lot of injuries.



After all, this is a magical skill that King Kong is not bad!

The reason why they broke was because they had accumulated a lot of experience during
the previous battle against Levi Garrison.

The two of them joined forces to fight it out, and there was a faint tendency to break
through the sixth layer.

But in the end it was almost.

But the fifth layer can still be broken.

The marshal Tiance saw that King Kong’s indestructible body was broken open, and became
angry from shame.

Shame in front of so many people.

“Damn it! Come on!”

He gave up the not-so-pure Vajra not bad magical skill, and should use his own practice to
teach Gemini a little lesson.

“Marshal! No more! We just test their strength! Know a rough ranking! You don’t have to fight
to death!”

Seeing that the marshal Tiance was angry, the seniors of the Baolong clan appeared on the
stage.

Stop the Marshal Tiance!

“Yes, enough is enough!”

Others also discouraged.

The marshal Tiance gave up.



“Marshal, your King Kong is not bad magical skill is too bad for home! It’s too far away! It’s
really not good, you can ask our teacher to learn it, he will also be the ninth level of the
highest realm!”

Gemini sneered road.

Zhong Qiu’s other people also said: “Yes, let our teacher learn!”

“Our teacher’s King Kong is not bad magical skills are invincible in the world! What are you
doing?”

Hundreds of heavenly arrogants shouted.

This made the marshal Tiance embarrassed to death, wishing to find a seam to get in.

Shame!

Be accused in person!

“Huh? Levi Garrison can also do not destroy the magic power of King Kong?”

Many people were surprised.
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“Of course he won’t! Can’t you tell that these rascals are insulting us! Let me go and learn
from Levi Garrison that King Kong is not bad, what is the insult?” Tiance Master’s

dissatisfied voice sounded.

He really thought that Gemini was insulting him, and they all went with Levi Garrison to learn
the magic of King Kong is not bad.

“This



day , there will be King Kong not bad magical skills, except for my master!” Tiance Marshal
said seriously.

Hundreds of Tianjiao didn’t know about Tiance Marshal’s worship of Levi Garrison as his
teacher.

So Zhong Qiu immediately retorted: “Impossible! Our teacher will too!”

“Yes, our teacher will too! Compared to his King Kong is not bad magical skills, you are not
even a fart!”

… I

am afraid that if we go on, both sides may Fight.

The seniors of the Baolong clan immediately took away a hundred Tianjiao and continued to
conduct closed top-secret training.

I will come out to test later… The

young commander of Tiance is going to explode…

Without the prestige in front of these hundred Tianjiao, the indestructible body of King Kong
has been broken.

What a shame!

Levi Garrison on the other side still appreciates this Tianjiao closed plan.

Be regarded as a targeted layout.

Secretly train more than a hundred seedlings to deal with the future.

This is actually the idea of   Tianji Pavilion.

Tianji Pavilion said earlier that the Baolong clan of Tiance Mansion lags far behind
compared to the laboratory of the gods.



You have to look forward and you have to layout.

This is one of the initiatives.

Levi Garrison was not far away from this base.

But waiting for someone.

Soon after, the marshal Tiance appeared unhappy.

Seeing Levi Garrison’s back, his eyes lit up fiercely.

“Master… Master… Why are you here?” The

marshal Tiance came to the front excitedly, half kneeling on the ground.

That’s right.

Levi Garrison appeared in the image of his master at this moment.

“Why are you talking about? Idiot! Trash! Shame!”

“Don’t mention that you are my apprentice anymore! I can’t afford this person!”

Levi Garrison said coldly.

The young commander of Tiance was personally selected by him.

I thought it was the best choice.

But I didn’t expect that this kid would have nothing to do and practice hard all day after
getting the magical power of King Kong is not bad.

Show off everywhere, pretend to be coerced everywhere…

Regarding the power of the King Kong is not bad as the capital of bragging.

Instead of using it to arm yourself.



I also want to use the imperfect fifth-layer diamond incorruptible magic power to disarm.

The result was broken by Gemini.

“Huh?” The

young master Tiance realized something, and his face changed.

“Master, I’m ashamed of you…” The

Marshal Tiance was about to cry.

“Do you know where you are wrong?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“Understood…I will never show off with my magic skills anymore…”

Tiance’s young commander bowed his head.

“Okay, let’s give you a task! Before you have mastered the seventh floor proficiently, don’t
say you have practiced the magical power of King Kong!”

Levi Garrison said.

Why!

It’s still not good in all respects!

If it’s Levilia, he will go directly to the task, let Levilia train to the ninth floor…

after he leaves.

Levi Garrison was thinking.

Does the Lab of the Gods follow the same routine as the Baolong clan?

Everyone conducts closed and top-secret training, just as if they disappeared.



From time to time, do they come out to test the strength of the world today…

Maybe it is really possible… The

last time King Kong was born without a bad magical power, it was definitely a good
opportunity.

I just don’t know in advance.

Is there a way to attract this group of people out?

Levi Garrison is thinking about methods.

“Bang!” At

this time, the door was blasted open.

Zoey hurriedly came: “The big thing is not good! Levilia has an accident!”

“Ah? How could Levilia have an accident? Didn’t all her masters follow?”

Levi Garrison said.

“But now it’s Levilia and her masters…just now the secret order of Tiance Mansion…”
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“Boom!!!”

Levi Garrison’s face changed drastically when he heard the news.

Even the few masters who followed have had an accident together?

That was a big trouble this time.



“What’s the matter?”

Levi Garrison was anxious and asked immediately.

“According to the secret order of the Tiance Mansion, Levilia experienced an inexplicable
and powerful attack somewhere in the deep mountains of the Western Continent! Now that
he has lost contact, not only her, but even several ancestors have lost news… “

Now I suspect that something happened to them…”

Zoey was about to cry.

Others followed suit.

“This…not to mention how strong Levilia is, even a few old ancestors have had an accident!
What kind of opponents have you encountered?”

“I will definitely die this time! What kind of strong strange things in this era? It’s normal to
come out! The ancestors are not opponents and it is normal, this is over!”

Everyone was ashamed.

Everyone knows the strength of these ancestors better than anyone else.

Although not on the list of gods.

But everyone knows that several ancestors are at least the top three on the gods list.

It is even comparable to the number one Dark God and Heavenly Commander of this level.

Four or five people of this level have had an accident.

How strong is that opponent?

despair!

Completely desperate!



“Zoey, you have to be prepared…maybe Levilia will never come back…”

Zhao Junfei reminded several people.

“Puff!”

Zoey got black in front of his eyes and sat down directly on the ground.

She almost passed out.

If Levilia did anything, she would definitely not be able to accept it.

People will fall apart!

She glared at Levi Garrison and yelled: “It’s all to blame! We have let you practice the new
era exercises! You must not listen! If you start practicing, with your qualifications, now you
are at least the top three of the gods. ! You can save people now!”

“What about you now, you can’t even enter the god list! Your daughter has an accident, what
can you do to save?”

“You are an incompetent father! You were not omnipotent before. Can’t it? Now your
daughter is going to die, are you capable of saving it? Do you have a little qualification?”

“The key is that we let you practice a long time ago, you just don’t listen! It’s conservative!
Stubbornly choose your past path! Now, when you need your strength, can you get it out?
Can you save Levilia back?”

…

Zoey was in a state of desperation, just as crazy at this moment.

Spread all the qi on Levi Garrison alone.

“Don’t blame Zoey for talking about you! Blame you! Even my daughter can’t handle it! It’s
really sad!”



“Yes, you should listen to us earlier! With your current strength, can you still go see your
daughter what’s wrong?” You are too weak now, I guess

you can’t even see the last side of your daughter!” “You are not a qualified father! You are
not worthy!”

…

Li Zhao and his family scolded one after another.

“The boss is not that we say you, this matter does have something to do with your strength!
In this era, only if you are strong enough can you protect the person you want to protect!”

“Yes, everyone wants to be strong, only You are conservative and study the past! You don’t
have any

desire to strive upward!” “Hey! Once you have something to do with Master, you are afraid
that you will blame yourself for a lifetime!”

Xiao Feng Kirin ( Qilin ) and others also said Levi Garrison mercilessly. .

After they finished talking, they went to persuade Zoey to dye it.

“Sister-in-law! From now on, we will all be dispatched! We must find Levilia back!”

“There are also strong men from the Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan who have also taken
action! We are going to find Levilia together!”

“Don’t worry. , There is still a glimmer of hope! Tiance Mansion is still discovered quickly!”

Everyone said.

At this time, Levi Garrison’s voice sounded: “I’m going to bring Levilia back! Don’t worry!”

But no one paid attention to Levi Garrison.

The audience, they knew that Levi Garrison was the least likely to bring back Levilia.
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No matter how loud Levi Garrison shouted the slogan.

It is impossible for him to save people back!

Why?

He’s only a few catties!

Even several ancestors lost contact, most of them were killed.

Can he go?

Unless you have the best talents, or lower the standard, at least the top five of the gods!

Saying these things, everyone can still believe it.

But you Levi Garrison, a player who is nothing, who would believe this?

So they ignored it at all and didn’t even look at it from start to finish.

As if he was air.

Zoey, who calmed down, nodded immediately: “Okay, let’s look for it now! Thank you for your
help at the critical moment!”

“Sister-in-law, don’t worry, we will fight it! As long as Levilia is alive, we will definitely bring it
back! We will immediately contact other helpers. !”

Everyone said.

This time.

Various institutions of the Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan were dispatched one after
another.



However, the marshal of Tiance is practicing in retreat, not bad magical skills of King Kong.

He was silent for the time being.

Tiance Shenshuai just sent someone.

He did not act either.

He knew that Levi Garrison would make a move, not much more than him.

In case there is really something that can’t be solved, he can do it again.

But he sent all the things he could!

Kunlun Industry and other major forces, he has arranged everything he can arrange.

All the major forces in Erudiaa have gone to find people in a mighty manner.

This shocked all foreign countries.

What happened in Erudiaa?

Make such a big move.

Thousands of people plus information from major organizations and even major foreign
forces.

If you find someone, the power is still enough.

Even more than enough!

But everyone knows that this time is too dangerous.

Levilia and her masters are more wicked than auspicious.

Those are the ancestors of Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan.

Their strength is epoch-making!



But this time it was still in danger.

That shows that the opponents they encountered were too strong to burst.

Even if they find it, it won’t help.

Can you save people back?

The possibility is too small!

Even those who go there have to catch a small life!

Zoey also took this into consideration.

“I still have someone to ask!”

Zoey exclaimed.

Everyone asked: “Who?”

“My master is the Dark God!”

There was a light in Zoey’s eyes, it was hope.

“Ah? God of Darkness! That’s great! I didn’t expect it just now!”

“The God of Darkness is number one in the gods list! The ceiling in the true sense! Only lost
to the God of God! If he would make a move , The hope is great!”

“What’s more, the Bible organizations he controls are spread all over the world! This is so
easy to use!”

“In that case, let’s go to the Bible Organization as soon as possible and ask for the help of
the Dark God…”

…

in Zoey When the people went to the Bible organization in a mighty manner.



Levi Garrison had already arrived here.

He wants to use all the forces of the Bible organization to find his daughter’s whereabouts.

After all, one-third of the forces in the world are quicker and more effective to find.

“The master is narrowing the scope, and within half an hour, he will definitely be able to find
the place where the little princess disappeared!” It could be

seen that Levi Garrison was going crazy.

Underworld gods did not dare to neglect.

Do your best to search, not let go of a trace.

It really sent all the people who could be sent out.

Everything that can be used is used.

“Yeah! Good!”

So far, Levi Garrison hopes that Levilia and the others are okay.

There must be no accident!

Definitely not!

Levi Garrison prayed silently.

Now he is more anxious than anyone else.

In the base, he paced back and forth.

Like ants on a hot pan.

At this moment, others ran in.

“What’s the matter? Panicking?”



“God of darkness, Zoey wants to see you!”

This made Levi Garrison stunned.

“Let her in!”
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After the plums were dyed, they explained their intentions.

Pray for the dark god to save the king!

Levi Garrison smiled helplessly.

This is his child, how could he not save it?

Now I’m thinking of a way to find Levilia.

Seeing that Levi Garrison didn’t speak.

Zoey immediately fell to his knees and pleaded: “Master, please! Save my child!”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) Kirin ( Qilin ) and others also pleaded: “Senior God of Darkness,
please! Now you are the only one who can help you Rescued people!”

“Yes, Tiance is not handsome! Only you! You are the number one in the gods list!”

“We ask you! We promise you any conditions!”

…

everyone bowed together, Ask the dark god to take action.

Levi Garrison shook his head helplessly.

Before I said to save people, no one of you paid any attention to me.



Now come and beg me one by one.

“Well, I will do it!”

Levi Garrison said.

“Master…” At

this moment, Underworld God quickly ran in.

But seeing so many people there, the Underworld God still shut up.

He was looking at Levi Garrison’s eyes to see if it was said in the presence of so many
people.

Levi Garrison shook his head: “You leave first! I will save people later!” After

getting an affirmative answer, Zoey and others left.

They are also going to find Levilia.

After everyone left, the evil god immediately said: “Master, I found it!”

“This is the specific location! The little princesses have lost contact since they entered here!
So far, no news has come out!” The

evil god brought the map and pointed it to Levi Garrison.

“There are complex mountains and large virgin forests! Satellites cannot detect the real
situation inside! This is a dangerous place that

has never been conquered by humans. For a long time, this place has been forbidden.
Because it is too dangerous, No matter in the past or the present, no one wants to go here.
In other words, almost no one who goes here comes back alive.” The

God of Underworld explained.



“Well, it seems that it is because it is a forbidden area and the difficulties are so difficult that
Levilia will go here to experience!”

Levi Garrison said.

The evil god patted his forehead and said: “By the way, I also found an interesting thing! This
place was once named Forbidden Area No. 76 by the Gods Laboratory! It hasn’t been
explored so far. It is estimated that there is something in it that makes them jealous. .

so this is where the laboratory did not detect even the gods understand! danger is yes! now
the little princess who suffered a possible danger even the gods are afraid to laboratory
detection …… “

” I am about to leave now …… “

Levi Garrison approached.

“Master, do you need me to send a large number of powerful people to accompany you?”
The

Underworld God has just dispatched nearly a million powerful people from all major forces.

As long as Levi Garrison gave an order, he immediately opened up.

Levi Garrison shook his head: “No! If the enemy is beyond the level of Levilia’s masters, it
won’t help how many people you send there.”

“Wait for me to hear? I will notify you if there is news!”

Then, Ye King’s Landing took the bible organization’s aircraft to the place where Levilia had
disappeared.

Looking at the rolling mountains and virgin forests.

Levi Garrison plunged in and disappeared quickly.

Underworld gods can only wait silently outside.



Shortly after.

Tiance Mansion also found the location of Levilia’s disappearance.

Zoey and they came here one after another.

At the same time, Zoey hurriedly contacted the Bible organization and got in touch with the
evil god.

“Underworld God, I have found the place where my child disappeared. Can I let Master leave
now? I will tell you the specific address…”

Zoey said quickly.

“You are too slow! The master has found the location long ago, and he has already entered.”

Underworld God said.

“Huh?”

Zoey dyed a look of surprise.
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“It is estimated that you can’t catch up with the master’s speed at all! You can feel relieved
in your heart. If you find someone with his strength, you can bring it back with a high
probability!”

said the evil god.

“Thanks…thank you…”

Zoey was about to burst into tears.

It turns out that Master attaches so much importance to Levilia’s affairs!



Already gone early?

I am really grateful to Master!

Sure enough, people who treat themselves well will help you at a critical moment.

This is the hardest time for

me … Master has made a move…

Now in this situation where life and death are unknown, my master has left without
hesitation.

You must know that several of Levilia’s masters have disappeared inside.

It is very likely that there are super strong players in it, and they are not the same.

Even if the dark God enters, it is life-threatening.

Maybe you will lose your life in it.

But they did not hesitate to agree, and went quietly first.

This is to treat yourself as a pro-disciple!

Before the loss, Levi Garrison kept saying that Master was using himself to train himself
into a killing machine.

Everything she does is for herself!

Never regarded you as a real apprentice!

But now?

When they were the most dangerous, they rushed to be the first!



She really wants Levi Garrison to show up next to her, pointing to Levi Garrison and
shouting: “This is what you said to use my master? It was her who took action when I was
most in distress! She is more effective than your father!”

“For my request, can someone who doesn’t care about his life be the one who takes
advantage of me? I have never seen her have any bad times since I have been
apprenticeship!” But

where did she know.

The dark god is Levi Garrison!

For the children, the first ones to definitely rush out are the parents!

Not by others!

“Sister-in-law, shall we enter together?”

Kirin ( Qilin ) suggested.

Everyone is ready.

“Wait! Sister-in-law, do I have to inform the boss of this matter?”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) asked.

“Yes, this matter should be notified to Master! After all, he is the father! If this matter is not
notified to him, I am afraid it will be a problem in the future.”

Xiao Feng also felt that this was more secure.

Everyone is staring at Zoey, waiting for her answer.

Zoey sneered: “I should have notified Levilia that he is missing here! But is it useful to notify
him? Can he save Levilia or

something ?” ” What can a person who can’t get in the gods list do? Tell him Coming here
will only add to the chaos! Should we save the emperor by then, or will we save him?”



… the

words came out.

Everyone was silent.

It really is!

It’s useless to inform Levi Garrison!

It will only add chaos!

What do you want him to do?

“Okay, then I won’t notify him! Let’s save people!”

“But before going in, each of us here can be equipped with a special Kunlun Industrial suit! A
total of two hundred sets! Tiance Mansion and Kunlun Industrial are very Attach importance
to Levilia, and take out all the wealth of the family!”

After getting the special armor, everyone quickly put on it.

Finally, a large number of people poured into the mountains.

Start looking for Levilia… on the

other side.

Levi Garrison has been in for a long time.

Sure enough, this place is extremely dangerous, with all kinds of natural poisonous fog
everywhere.

If you are not careful, you will suffer…

“Where is Levilia? Where is it?”

Levi Garrison looked anxiously.



His consciousness is fully open, and he is detecting energy fluctuations.

But this place is too big.

There are more undetectable places…

and this place is weird and deep.

It’s like a huge abyss in the depths.

Can’t see the head at all…

worry!

Anxious!

Levi Garrison looked like crazy.

A large area was swept out.

Levi Garrison found nothing.

A little desperate!

At this moment, Levi Garrison looked to the ground and his face changed drastically.

He has made a major discovery!
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Scorched earth! ! !

The scorched earth burned by a super flame! ! !

It didn’t take long to see the traces!



And looking at the traces of flames, it looks like a flame of real gas!

Levi Garrison continued to deepen.

Traces of fighting!

He saw it!

I know more or less about Levilia and her masters.

Even Levi Garrison checked their energy fluctuations.

The marks of fighting caused by this scene are theirs!

There are also traces of flames, which belong to a certain master Levilia.

The flames shot out with a powerful infuriating energy…

Levi Garrison studied the fighting traces at the scene and basically imitated the battle in his
mind.

But soon the problem appeared.

Who is the enemy? ? ?

Because he imitated the battle scene, Levi Garrison found that only Levilia and the others
were fighting, but there was no trace of the opponent.

How did they do it?

What’s the trick?

What kind of power?

…

All information is missing!



In the battle with Levilia and the others, these people seemed to be non-existent.

But there is no unreasonableness.

Levilia, what are they fighting?

Air?

impossible!

strangeness!

Levi Garrison’s expression immediately became solemn, the more weird, the more it showed
that they were in great danger.

But the good thing is that there are clues, and he can look for it along the way.

no!

I can’t look for it openly.

It would be troublesome in case it is targeted by the enemy.

Levi Garrison wore the mask of the Dark God, and as a concealed identity, ghosts walked
through the mountains and deep forests.

Although Zoey and the others entered this area in large numbers.

But one by one is the same as headless flies.

Looking for no clue at all.

No clue was found, no one saw it.

This made Zoey more and more panicked.

Pin everything on the Dark God!



“Thinking about it now, it’s no use telling the boss on this occasion! What to look for? You
can’t find it at all!”

“Believe it or not if the boss came with him, he would be gone! Now we have to find him.

Yeah !” “Yes, yes, yes! The boss is a person who doesn’t take the usual path and is good at
breaking the rules. If he were there, he would have been messing up and borrowing!”

…After

everyone came here, they knew not to take it. The benefits of Levi Garrison.

…

Now the whole world knows about Zoey’s big moves.

But what are you doing?

Still no one knows.

But this is no secret from Maya Industries.

They have been staring here.

“Hehe, dare to go to Forbidden Land No. 76?”

“It’s just

looking for death!” Maya Industry is formed by a group of traitors in the Lab of the Gods.

They still know most of the things in the Lab of the Gods.

Such as No. 76 Forbidden Land!

“The Gods’ Laboratory used to survey and dig for plundered resources all over the world.
There is almost no place in the world that they don’t look at! The resource potential of
Forbidden Land No. 76 is among the best in the world, and resources that are much more
terrifying than the Sun Stone are available here.



Yes . The Lab of the Gods will definitely not let it go! But why didn’t the Lab of the Gods
conquer here? That was because something went wrong soon after the survey and mining
started, and even the Lab of the Gods couldn’t solve the problem. Then, against 76 The
mining of the forbidden area also stopped.

No one knows what happened, but the secrets were sealed up!”

The top of Maya Industry explained.

“To blame, the children of Levi Garrison and the ancestors of Tiance Mansion are too
arrogant and think they can go anywhere! They are wrong! That’s a place that the Gods Lab
dare not touch!”

“We Just wait for a good show! No one who enters will come out alive!”

…

Levi Garrison followed the traces all the way to find.

He found that the traces of the fight between Levilia and several masters had been there.

They fought all the way.

“Not good…this…”
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Levi Garrison’s face suddenly changed drastically.

The body trembled.

He found a major problem.

This route!

It’s not that Levilia and the masters fight and charge all the way!



They are running away!

All fights are done to escape!

But the route to leave the deep mountains and deep forests was blocked, and they could
only escape to the depths of this area.

After analyzing and understanding all this.

They also understood the route that Levilia and the others escaped.

Just follow this trace and go deep.

But who is the one who made the shot so far?

No trace of them exists!

But as long as the shot is taken, how could the trace be non-existent.

And it’s not like being destroyed.

immediately.

Levi Garrison speeded up and rushed to the depths.

After a while.

In an area, Levi Garrison felt a strong breath.

It’s so powerful that it can’t be added!

It may be at least at the level of Tiance Shenshuai!

The few breaths left behind are strong enough to shock people.

Suffice it to show what kind of powerhouse Levilia and the others have encountered.

Levi Garrison saw blood in this area.



Apparently someone was injured.

Is it Levilia?

Levi Garrison was anxious.

The faster the foot.

But he was still analyzing.

There is no trace before.

But this time there was obviously a strong aura left behind, and it seemed that they were
encircling, driving Levi Garrison and them to the depths.

May not be able to deal with it all at once?

So to be surrounded?

After all, Levilia’s masters are not vegetarian.

They may be slightly weaker than Tiance Shenshuai, but not much weaker.

Especially there are several of them!

Levi Garrison accelerated the pursuit.

“Huh? There are still traces…”

Levi Garrison still found a trace in the jungle.

It’s just that the speed is trembling.

…

Then Zoey has a large number of strong men behind them, and tens of thousands of people
have already penetrated into the hinterland.



They did not leave too far, and basically gathered together for a carpet-like search.

“Boom!!!”

But at this moment, a terrifying invisible air current bombarded his face.

Raze here to the ground.

They indiscriminately attacked plums coming from the front.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

Many people didn’t hold on at all, and their bodies exploded directly.

The blood spattered, and there was no bones left.

“Puff!”

… the

slightly stronger ones were also severely injured.

That is, Zoey and the others wore special battle clothes in advance to avoid injury.

Otherwise they are also in danger.

This wave of airflow alone injured half of the search army.

Shocked!

Everyone is dumbfounded!



What’s in this place?

This turmoil alone hit half of the people!

If it continues, I am afraid that all of these people will die here.

Scared!

Everyone is scared!

The point is that you don’t even know where this airflow comes from.

too frightening!

Otherwise, Levilia and the masters will not disappear!

Everyone can’t stop now.

No one wants to die in vain.

Especially the unknown fear is too scary.

“Warning! This is warning us not to go in! Everyone calm down first!”

The god of Tiance Mansion shouted.

“I’ll just go in, everyone don’t follow, lest you make unnecessary sacrifices!”

Zoey quietly touched in from another direction.

After Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others looked at each other, they also entered one by
one.

They all gave it up.

To be together to death.

Levi Garrison continued to deepen.



In a very short time, he has come to the depths of this area.

During this period, because he could hide and avoid, he didn’t encounter any danger along
the way.

After reaching the depths, Levi Garrison felt the energy fluctuations again.

Feel… here…

feel it!

The energy fluctuations of Levilia and her masters…

Levi Garrison felt it and knew the specific direction.

“Hmph, I want to see what is bullying my daughter? Looking for death!”

Levi Garrison rushed immediately.

Chapter 2469

despair!

For Levilia and several masters, it was really desperate.

The opponent they met was too strong.

Immune to all attacks, and has lightning speed and unmatched power.

If it weren’t for a few masters who were super powerful and tried their best, they depended
on the strength of their magical secret methods to hold them tightly, and it took two days
and one night to come.

But now the masters have run out of oil and their lamps have dried up.

Everyone was seriously injured, almost dying.



It’s like a burning candle.

Either the oil runs out and the lamp dies, or it goes out as soon as the wind blows!

They are desperate.

“This…this is definitely the most powerful opponent we have ever encountered! Even
stronger than those deep-hidden ancient races in Erudiaa! What kind of race are they? I can’t
beat them at all!”

“What kind of strong in my life? I have never seen it before! This is the first time for such a
difficult enemy!”

“It’s defeated, really defeated, but can’t be beaten! Really can’t be beaten!”

… The

ancestors were desperate.

Because they tried their best to take out everything they should take.

Not only couldn’t hurt the opponent at all, but couldn’t even break through.

“It’s a pity that Levilia…it doesn’t matter if we are dead, but Levilia is dead…hey…”

“Blame me! You have to let Levilia come here to practice, otherwise nothing will happen!”

“You don’t have to blame yourself ! Ah, who could have expected such a powerful existence
here… Besides, isn’t that the way experience is? Life and death depend on the sky…”

…

Several ancestors are blaming themselves.

Levilia immediately comforted: “It’s okay! A few masters! Levilia is not afraid! Levilia will
fight them to the end!”

” Here … they are coming…” The



ancestors were already desperate.

Soon, dozens of figures appeared.

They float in midair like gods.

Wearing a golden sacred battle armor and a golden helmet on his head, he is as majestic as
a god!

There is indeed a sense of oppression of the gods in them!

As if they are above human beings.

Hundreds of figures appeared on the ground all around… Surrounded by

several people!

The weird thing is the way they appear!

Suddenly appeared out of thin air, just like an invisible person, suddenly showing itself.

This is how everyone appears.

Appear out of thin air!

It looks like a golden liquid hatched!

This may be the reason why Levi Garrison could not find the slightest trace of fighting
before looking for it.

They may all be invisible, and they can’t see the traces or directions of their shots at all…

“Boom…” After

they arrived, a powerful breath was overwhelming.

It is necessary to tear people apart and squeeze them into mashed flesh.



“You are rare human beings who can escape here…” The

head of the person, there are ten metal wings behind the golden armor.

Like an angel!

Moreover, this metal resource may be a specialty of this region, which the outside world
does not possess.

There is a faint golden light flowing on the body surface…

That is the power that can destroy the sky and the earth.

No wonder the Lab of the Gods wants the resources of this place!

Just throwing this metal to the outside world will cause looting, right?

The terrible coercion is pressing one after another!

The old ancestors trembled.

Levilia is ready to fight.

Several ancestors pleaded: “We have a request-let our apprentice be spared, it doesn’t
matter if we die!” The

ancestors wanted to exchange their lives for the survival of the monarch.

“No!”

“Any intruder, the human beings who see us will die!”

“Intrude into our god’s domain and want to go out alive? It’s ridiculous!”

These guys even claim to be gods.

Shen Shen’s coercion is a brainstorming attack on Levilia.



“Come on! I’m not afraid of you!”

Levilia also fully displayed his strength.

All these aliens in front of them are scared.

They can’t imagine that human children have such power?

Chapter 2470

But surprise is surprised!

They moved their hands without mercy.

Although Levilia tried desperately, her attacks were of no use to these aliens.

Soon Levilia was beaten out.

Lost combat effectiveness.

This group of self-proclaimed gods seems to be able to control everything.

Under their special control.

It seems that everything is under control.

Levilia and several ancestors were frozen, and they couldn’t move their hands and feet at all.

It seems to be controlled by an invisible chain.

“I will kill her first, and then you!”

One person is holding a golden crossbow, and the long arrows are also made of special
metal, and there is a blue flame on the body!

Watching an arrow shoot!



Several ancestors are desperate.

But they can’t move.

Can only watch Levilia being shot and walking in front of them.

This is the biggest blow to them, and the most desperate moment is this.

“Swish!” An

arrow came through the air, breaking the sound barrier, at a speed that cannot be described
in words.

Levilia felt the breath of death, and she closed her eyes subconsciously.

She also didn’t extravagantly beg her parents to come to their rescue.

Because it’s impossible!

“Boom!”

She already felt the temperature of the arrow flames, as if she was going to burn her to
death.

Just at the juncture.

Suddenly a figure appeared in front of Levilia, grabbing the arrow that was burning with
flames.

“what???”

The group of self-proclaimed gods in front of them were dumbfounded.

Every eyeball will fly out.

My jaw dropped in shock!

How can this be?



How could he hold the arrow?

Impossible!

The flame above the arrow is burning!

Taken in this place with an unquenchable flame!

This kind of flame can burn through no matter what object!

Not to mention the human beings in their mouths, that is, they dare not come into direct
contact with them.

For such a long time, the powerhouses who broke into their forbidden land were all super
powerful, but no one could stop the flame!

There are many burn marks on the bodies of the old ancestors lying on the ground now, and
they were burned by this kind of divine flame!

No object or creature can stop this flame!

They can’t do it themselves!

But now the human being suddenly appeared in front of him, actually holding a long arrow
braving the flames of the gods with his bare hands!

Incredible!

They can’t figure it out!

According to their expectations, this person’s arm and even his entire body would be burned
by the flames of God.

The results were unexpected!

fine!

He has nothing to do!



“Pop!”

He squeezed with his hand, and the flames went out.

The arrow burst even more!

Several ancestors and Levilia looked at the tall figure in front of them, and they were all
shocked.

They were surprised and happy.

I didn’t expect that in this situation, someone would come to rescue!

The guys who claim to be gods are all watching Levi Garrison warily.

As soon as Levi Garrison approached this hand, they were shocked.

At least Levi Garrison was stronger than those lying down.

They were looking at Levi Garrison, and Levi Garrison was also looking at them.

It’s really different!

The parts they wear, and even their body structure, are very different from those of external
humans.

It’s even completely different!

There is a terrifying power stored in their bodies.

Let them have powerful strength and immune defense…

Their physique seems to be unbreakable, immortal.

Because Levi Garrison could perceive that they can repair infinitely…

this special power comes from their blood, it is innate, not acquired.



The inheritance comes from their ancestors.

It’s not too much to claim to be a god…

a race much stronger than humans!

The resources they have are also more powerful!

In short, too strong!

Completely superior to mortal latitude!

They are estimated to be able to do some incredible things, they are gods to mankind!

Looking at them, Levi Garrison felt a little familiar.

As if I have seen it somewhere!

“Right, I thought of it!”


